COOKIE POLICY

Monitoring according to the browser application
T.C.R. International Ltd’s website uses cookies (small text files that are placed to your devices) and similar
technologies for web location, e-services and data collection purposes. This website can install and access certain
cookies on your computer. Cookies identify your devices in a unique way, but they may also provide other
information. T.C.R. International Ltd has carefully selected these cookies, which do not have access to your
computer’s documents and files and has taken steps to ensure that your personal data is as protected as possible.

Use of cookies and similar technologies
Cookies and similar technologies are used for various purposes, such as:
•

•
•
•
•
•

•

•

Saving of your preferences and settings: Your device may save settings that allow our programs to work
properly or maintain your preferences over time. We save preferences, such as your contact language,
address, etc., so you do not have to import them every time you return to the website. If you choose to be
excluded from interest-based promotions, we will save your preference to be excluded in a cookie on your
device.
Safety: We use cookies to detect frauds and possible abuse of our website and our services.
Saving of the information you provide to a website: When you provide information on the website, we store
the data in a cookie to improve your browsing.
Social media: Our website may include cookies through social media, including those that allow the users
who connect to the service of the social media, to share the content through this service.
Comments: We use cookies that allow you to comment on a website.
Interest-based promotions: cookies are used to collect data about your website activity and identify your
interests, in order to provide you with offers and privileges that interest you. You can be excluded from
receiving interest-based promotions at any time.
Analysis: In order to evaluate our products and services, we use cookies and other identifiers to collect usage
and performance data, such as, for example, to count the number of unique visitors to our website and to
develop statistical data. This includes cookies from the Website Owner and other associated companies, as
well as third-party analysis service providers.
Performance: we use cookies to balance the load, in order to ensure the correct and continuous operation of
the websites.
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Cookies
Upon visiting our website, a message will appear asking for your consent in order to keep the cookies used active. By
giving your consent to the placement of cookies, you allow T.C.R. International Ltd and its associated companies to
provide you with better experiences and services. If you wish, you may reject the installation of cookies from that
moment on. However, certain features of the website may not fully work or work as intended.

This website may install the following generic cookie types:
COOKIE TYPE
Highly Essential
Cookies

PURPOSE
These are cookies required for the operation of our Website. They might
include, for example, cookies that allow you to connect to secure pages on
our website, use a shopping cart or use services that are exclusively for
members.

Analysis/Performance Allows us to identify and count the number of visitors and observe how they
Cookies
navigate on our Website when using it. This helps us improve the way our
Website works, for example, by ensuring that users find easily what they are
looking for.
Functionality cookies

These are used to recognize you when you return to our website. This allows
us to personalize our content, to welcome you with your name and to
remember your preferences (for example, your language or area selection).

Targeting cookies

These cookies record your visit to our website, the pages you have visited, and
the links you have followed. We will use this information to customize our
website and the ads that appear to it with your interests. For this purpose, we
may also share this information with third parties.
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Furthermore, this website may install the following specific cookies (but not limited to):
FIRST PARTY COOKIE NAME

PURPOSE

cookie_notice_accepted

Records that cookie notice has been accepted

_ga

Used by the website to distinguish unique users

_gid

Used by the website to distinguish unique users

moove_gdpr_popup

When this cookie is enabled, it is used to save your cookie setting preferences
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THIRD PARTY COOKIE NAME

PURPOSE

Google
1P_JAR/td>

Google advertising cookie used for user tracking and ad targeting purposes

CONSENT

Registers a unique ID to keep statistics of what videos from YouTube the user
has seen

YouTube (Google)
GPS

Tracking Cookie (GPS data for mobile users)

VISITOR_INFO1_LIVE

Remembers YouTube player settings and style

YSC

Unique session visitor ID

DoubleClick (Google)
IDE

Advertising data collection cookie

Maps (Google)
APISID

Stores user preferences when accessing to a Google Map

GMAIL_RTT

Cookie related to Google services (such as Google Maps or Gmail)

GoogleAccountsLocale_session Google Maps session cookie
HSID

Stores user preferences when accessing to a Google Map

NID

Stores user preferences when accessing to a Google Map

OGPC

Stores user preferences when accessing to a Google Map

PREF

Stores user preferences when accessing to a Google Map

SAPISID

Stores user preferences when accessing to a Google Map

SID

Records the user’s preferences settings (eg zoom level set)
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SSID

Stores user preferences when accessing to a Google Map

reCAPTCHA (Google)
NID

Google reCAPTCHA data collection cookie

Analytics (Google)
_atuvc

Updates the counter on the social sharing feature on a website

_atuvs

Updates the counter on the social sharing feature on a website

_utma

Identifies the unique visitors

_utmb

It determines whether or not to establish a new session for the user

_utmc

It determines whether or not to establish a new session for the user

_utmt

Determines the type of request

_utmz

Determines the origin or referrer of the visitor

_ga

Used by Google to distinguish unique users

_gat

Universal used by Google Analytics to monitor and track visitor behavior on the
site anonymously

_gid

Used by Google to distinguish unique users

CloudFlare Inc.
__cf_bm

Technical bot management cookie

AddToAny
__cfduid

Tracks page sharing (utilised by CloudFlare Inc.)

uvc

Holds random string values that have to do with page and content sharing based
on visitor interest on the website through third party social networking or other
websites (utilised by CloudFlare Inc.)

Facebook Pixel
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_fbp

Advertising & Analytics data collection cookie

Twitter Pixel
_twq

Information Tracking cookie

Controlling cookies:
Most browsing applications accept cookies automatically but at the same time provide control options that allow
you to block or delete them. Through your device’s settings, you have the ability to receive a warning about the use
of cookies on specific services, or even not to accept cookies.
Some features of the services provided through the website, depend on cookies. If you choose to block the cookies,
you may lose the ability to sign in or use some of these services as well as your preferences which rely on cookies.
Monitoring Protection: By using Internet Browser Options that exclude the content of third-parties, including cookies
from any website, you limit the information that the specific third-party websites can collect from you.
You can enable or disable cookies on your web browser application. Most Internet browser applications accept
cookies by default, but this can be adjusted. For more details, please consult the Help section of your web browser
application.
You can choose to delete cookies at any time. However, you may lose any information that allows you to have
quicker and more effective access to the website, including, but not limited to, personalization settings.
It is recommended that you make sure that your internet browser application is updated and consult its help section
and instructions provided by your internet browser application developer if you are not sure how to customize your
privacy settings.
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